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Peter leads high profile engagements in the areas of fraud investigation, business damages, and 
valuation. He leads CRA's national Forensic Accounting Solution and has significant experience in 
corporate investigations, government initiated investigations, forensic analysis, regulated matters, 
accounting, valuation, and fraud investigations. He has more than 20 years of experience working 
with highly regarded law firms throughout the country, large global companies as well as middle-
market public and privately held entities. 

Peter has worked across a wide range of industries including life sciences, technology, 
telecommunications, manufacturing, distribution, insurance, and higher education. He has provided 
expert testimony and analysis at trials, arbitrations, and mediation proceedings. Further, he 
regularly serves as a neutral arbitrator in post-acquisition disputes. He holds certifications as a 
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF), and is a Certified Fraud 
Examiner (CFE). 

Peter speaks regularly at industry events as well as guest lectures at the Isenberg School of 
Management Graduate Accounting Program on methods and approaches to fraud investigations. 
He authored a chapter entitled “Financial Forensics Services” for Internal Investigations in The 
Comprehensive Guide to Economic Damages, Third and Fourth Editions. 

Prior to joining CRA, Peter served as the co-national leader of a nationally recognized financial 
consulting firm, and as the New England Managing Partner for Grant Thornton, as well as its co-
national leader of investigations. 

Representative professional experience 

Post-acquisition related disputes 
• Served as a neutral arbitrator on several occasions to adjudicate working capital disputes 

resulting from stock and asset sales.  Arbitration processes have included proceedings all in 
writing as well as telephone based hearings.   

• Served as the sole arbitrator in a dispute over a $180MM sale of a hospital.  Analyzed working 
capital issues including reserves typically found in a healthcare environment.  Moderated over 
all proceedings, established the framework for the parties, and rendered a final decision in 
accordance with the Stock Purchase Agreement. 

• Served as an expert for both buyers and sellers in numerous working capital disputes.  Issues 
have included accounts receivable, deferred revenue, inventory, cash, unbilled accounts 
receivable and a wide range of other assets and liabilities. 
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• Engaged by insurance companies to analyze GAAP related claims filed under a Representation 
and Warranty insurance policy.  Claims have been as large as $40 million.  Issues were wide 
ranging and included nearly all areas within the balance sheet.  I have also been asked to 
analyze damages under the policy and reviewed multiple methods of damage quantification.  
Our work has allowed the insurance companies to support a settlement well below the original 
claim. 

• Testified in the Business Litigation Session to the overstatement of revenue due to 
misrepresentations in a post-acquisition dispute.  Analyzed transactions against contract based 
standards, including “good business and bookkeeping standards.” Vipul Minocha and Nancy P 
Mattioli, Plaintiffs v. SS&C Technologies, Inc. and Thenextround, Inc. Defendants Business 
Litigation Session Docket No. 10-2947-BLS2 

• Engaged by counsel to quantify payments due under an earn-out agreement subsequent to an 
acquisition.  The earn-out period was based on EBITDA of the acquired entity, but it was 
alleged that the proper revenue was not being credited and excessive expenses were being 
allocated, causing EBITDA to be understated.  The work included a financial analysis of the 
health clubs’ financial performance, proper accounting methodologies in the industry, as well as 
assess the financial impact from new clubs being opened. 

• Engaged to quantify damages related to a material adverse charge dispute involving an 
acquisition of a business by a private equity firm.  Employees of said business had allegedly 
conspired to open a new and competing business before the transaction was complete.  Ivize 
LLC v. Compex, LLC and Compex  (10/08) Delaware Court of Chancery. 

Forensic and Complex Accounting 
• Engaged by counsel to assist a Fortune 125 company in the remediation of a student loan 

portfolio as part of an Order with the Consumer Fraud Protection Bureau and Department of 
Education.  Analyzed issues embedded in 180,000 loans that had been incorrectly calculated.  
Worked with the servicer in explaining issues with the government and the company’s 
customers.  Staffed over 200 people on the project for over six months. 

• Engaged by counsel to assist a large financial institution who utilized a servicer that had errors 
in their calculation of proper balances of student loans.  We assisted the company in validating 
the cause and correction of errors and ensured that final balances were accurate. 

• Assisted a Fortune 500 company in responding to inquiries made by the government related to 
overbillings on several federal contracts.  Assisted with the collection of thousands of 
documents, including large amounts of electronic data.  We worked with counsel and company 
management to understand the issues and cause of the overbilling and assist with analysis 
used in settlement. 

• Conducted several investigations of employee fraud under FRISC policies.  Worked with 
counsel and their insurance company to determine the scope of the investigations and calculate 
the amount of employee theft reimbursable under the policy. 
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• Conducted an investigation into theft of funds over a five year period by the payroll manager of 
a consulting firm.  Led the interviews of key witnesses, identified and reviewed all relevant 
documents and quantified the amount of stolen funds.  Our team presented the findings of the 
investigation to the Department of Justice and the FBI. 

• Conducted an investigation into allegations that the CFO of a not-for-profit school had been 
stealing funds for personal use over a ten year period.  Conducted a review of thousands of 
cash and credit card receipts, analyzed trends based on facts gathered during interviews and 
email review.  Our work was the foundation for the authorities in evaluating whether to bring 
criminal charges. 

• Engaged by a private college to investigate allegations that the head of financial aid was issuing 
false loans to students over a fifteen year period.  Conducted detailed review of student loan 
files, traced the cash through bank records to quantify total out of pocket impact, assessed 
weaknesses in control environment that led to alleged fraud, and made recommendations to 
improve controls moving forward.  During our investigation, the DOJ conducted a parallel 
investigation.  United States of America v. Christine Mordach, Criminal No. 14-CR-10218-PBS 
(June 2015) 

• Assisted a large pharmaceutical distributor with an internal investigation regarding billing of 
medications for hospice patients. Work included analyzing business practices, developing a 
plan for testing submitted claims, coordinating testing implementation across customer hospices 
and pharmacies, quantifying the potential exposure of inaccurate billings, assessing compliance 
with Medicare regulations regarding hospice, and making recommendations for improvement to 
senior compliance officers. 

• Led internal investigation at Fortune 500 Medical Device Company into sales practices and 
expense reporting amongst its employees.  Project included detailed review of several thousand 
time and expense reports.  Additionally, led the interviews of many employees and worked with 
senior management to bring investigation to closure. 

• Assisted large medical device company with investigation of physician practices related to the 
use of medical devices. It was alleged that the physician and sales person were reusing devices 
and illegally selling them. 

• Assisted medical device company with internal investigation of payments to a large academic 
medical center for research and sponsorships.  Reviewed documentation and conducted 
interviews to assess appropriateness of payments and whether payments were made to induce 
future sales. 

• Engaged by multi-billion dollar wholesale distributor to lead an internal investigation into 
customer pricing practices.  This company recently suffered from a $1B financial reporting 
fraud.  It was discovered that the distributor was over billing customers with cost-plus contracts.  
We performed statistical sampling, price verification audits, and an analysis that the company 
used to reimburse their customers. 
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• Analyzed payroll records for a division of a multi-billion dollar public company as a result of 
allegations of employee payroll fraud.  Conducted numerous interviews and a detailed record 
review to identify several hundred thousand dollars of stolen funds.  Work product was used to 
refer case to authorities. 

• Engaged by Audit Committee of large privately held company to conduct an investigation into 
whistle blower allegations of improper conduct between division CEO and division CFO. 

• Engaged by counsel in the evaluation of the material accuracy of a company’s publicly filed 
financial statements.  Reviewed hundreds of transactions for proper accounting treatment and 
proper classification within company’s financial statements.  Presented summary of findings to 
company’s Audit Committee. 

• Assisted counsel in analyzing trading records and publicly available data to assess whether 
allegations of insider trading had a reasonable basis.  Identified alternative theories on trading 
activity and helped counsel prepare for presentation to the DOJ. 

• Performed corporate investigation of workers’ compensation rates to assess compliance with 
state and federal laws through analyzing the compensation of more than 700 workers over a 
two-year time period.  Presented a summary of findings to the State Attorney General’s Office.  
We provided ongoing compliance monitoring for the last five years. 

• Analyzed market demand for dental services within the Medicaid community in the State of 
Georgia.  Work included surveying over 600 dentists, obtaining and studying market 
information, and understanding the Medicaid reimbursement rules in the State of Georgia. 

• Engaged by multi-billion dollar wholesale distributor to assist in an internal investigation of fraud 
committed against the company’s vendors.  Multiple forms of fraud were detected and 
quantified through an analysis the company subsequently used with vendors to report the fraud 
and calculate reimbursement. 

Litigation experience  
• Engaged by counsel to analyze damages to a class related to their degree at a for-profit 

professional school.  We analyzed the attributes of the class members and determined specific 
individuals who were improperly included.  We also analyzed the various sources of funds and 
whether they were all appropriate under an economic loss theory of damages.  Shirley Polanco, 
individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated v. Star Career Academy and SC 
Academy Holdings, Inc. and SC Academy, Inc. (Testimony entered through stipulation, 
October, 2015) 

• Engaged by management to prepare a valuation analysis that was used to buy out a disgruntled 
shareholder in a squeeze out merger.  The disgruntled shareholder filed suit in Delaware 
Chancery Court.  I was called as a 30(b)(6) witness to support the work product that Grant 
Thornton provided. 

• Engaged to analyze plaintiffs’ quantification of damages as a result of a misappropriation of 
corporate assets as well as analyze valuations performed related to assets placed into a 
constructive trust.  Elizabeth Beninati & Joseph Masotta, Plaintiffs v. Steven Borghi, et al., 
Defendants Business Litigation Session Civil Action No. 12-1985-BLS2, 13-1772-BLS2 
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• Engaged by plaintiff to analyze damages arising from termination of employment by a 
successful investment advisor at a large bank.  Built a financial model to analyze lost 
compensation in the future resulting from both cash, incentive, and stock compensation.  
Testified at FINRA Arbitration Proceeding. Barclays Capital Inc. et al, V. Preston D. McSwain, 
(Testimony 10/13) FINRA Arbitration Reference No. 12-00601 

• Engaged by retail sales brokers at a large bank who believe the bank had generated revenue 
that was not appropriately credited to the brokers.  Sorted through commission agreements, 
records on sales activities of the banks, and documentation that linked the sale back to the 
brokers.  I provided testimony at the FINRA Arbitration.  Plaintiffs were awarded significant 
damages from Robert Minchello et al v. Citigroup et al, (Testimony 4/11) FINRA Arbitration 
Reference No. 0902800 

• Provided financial analysis in a dispute between two large, regionally based healthcare 
providers.  Matter involved analysis of whether the parent organization appropriately managed 
the affiliate during a five-year affiliation period.  Our work involved analyzing damages and 
preparing an expert report stemming from the alleged breach of fiduciary duty. 

• Engaged to create a valuation model related to a start-up for-profit education business by an 
entrepreneur.  He alleged that the opportunity to be the CEO of a newly funded business with 
$1B in cash from a well-known private equity fund.  Laureate Education, Inc. v. Raph Appadoo, 
(Deposition 9/09)  Circuit Court of Baltimore 

• Engaged to calculate damages and analyze company’s financial performance and impact of 
defendant’s alleged actions. Prepared expert report and provided expert testimony in 
Massachusetts Superior Court.  Harte Toyota v. Compass Bank (3/03), Massachusetts Superior 
Court. 

• Engaged as a consulting expert to analyze the profitability of new vehicle sales across a large 
number of automobile dealerships.  Also analyzed and studied the profitability of approximately 
70 dealerships over a five year time period.  Prepared ratio analyses, benchmark analyses, 
trend analyses, and built models to assess the high and low performing dealerships. 

• Engaged by counsel and large waste management company to conduct forensic audit and 
analyze damages in a dispute with landfill owner.  Analyzed multiple revenue source, total 
expenses and prepared analysis of net cash flows. 

• Engaged by counsel to value the interests of a limited partner exiting a highly successful limited 
partnership.  Provided expert assistance to counsel throughout discovery; including participating 
in the deposition of 30(b)(6) witnesses, company management, as well as opposing experts. 

• Engaged by counsel to assist in a multi-year investigation into allegations of civil false claims 
brought by the Southern District of New York.  Provided consultation at senior levels regarding 
business practices, analysis of large data sets, and interpreting SDNY’s requests. 

• Performed a post construction cost review in a $200M commercial real estate development 
project on behalf of property owner.  We identified several million dollars of cost overruns on the 
part of the general contractor.  Prepared an expert report and participated as the expert in 
several mediations. 
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• Assisted counsel in their defense of a customer class matter action against a multi-billion dollar 
wholesale distributor.  Allegations include racketeering to inflate prices charged under long-term 
agreements.  Provided expert analysis of business practices, data analysis, and assisted the 
company in responding to discovery requests.  

• Engaged by counsel in a closely held shareholder dispute to analyze the allocation of business 
accounts based on Company past practices and analysis of historical records.  Rice Heard & 
Bigelow, Inc. v. Northeast Investment Management, Inc. 

Engaged to quantify damages incurred by a veterinarian as a result of an allegedly false article 
published in a large regionally based newspaper.  Provided deposition testimony on damage 
analysis which included research of the veterinarian industry, analysis of practice financial state-
ments over a multi-year period, as well as projecting lost earnings capacity of the doctor.  Reilly 
v. Boston Herald, Inc. et al, (9/05) Barnstable Superior Court. 

• Engaged by counsel to assist a publicly traded company involved in a securities class action 
matter.  The issues involved the appropriate accounting for revenue given an evolving business 
model and regulatory changes for Medicare Reimbursement.  Our expert analysis was 
ultimately used to settle the case. 

• Engaged as experts in a post-acquisition dispute regarding the appropriate calculation of an 
earn-out provision.  Issues involved the proper timing for the recognition of costs and expenses 
in accordance with the contract terms.  Prepared an expert report used in arbitration. 

• Engaged as a Special Master to the independent arbitration panel in a dispute between a large 
regionally based healthcare provider and a national health insurer.  We analyzed the 
agreements between the parties and re-adjudicated over 25,000 unresolved claims through the 
use of a comprehensive program that allowed us to perform a claim-by-claim analysis 
consistently and controlled for changes in provisions year-to-year, as well as under multiple fee-
for-service agreements.  CareGroup, Inc., Claimant, v. CIGNA HealthCare of Massachusetts, 
Inc., Respondent (JAMS Reference No. 1400007601). 

• Prepared expert report in $40M dispute between a large health insurer and hospital provider 
group.  Performed analysis of the healthcare and HMO industry, as well as analyzed more than 
30 individual claim areas focused on risk based contracts. Worked with counsel during 
deposition of plaintiff’s expert and provided expert analysis at mediation.  CIGNA HealthCare of 
New Hampshire, Inc., Claimant, v. Optima Health, Inc., Elliot Hospital of the City of Manchester, 
Catholic Medical Center, and HealthOne Network, Inc., Respondents (American Health 
Lawyers Association Arbitration No. 209.2001). 

• Engaged by a multi-billion dollar wholesale distributor to review their procedures regarding 
customer contract compliance.  We built a database that captured and analyzed key provisions 
of all contracts which resulted in identification of non-compliance with pricing provisions, and an 
ensuing investigation. 

• Provided financial consulting services for a multi-billion company in the high tech industry 
related to a shareholder suit and SEC Division of Enforcement investigation.  Services included 
financial statement analysis, advising senior executives on key strategies, and forensic 
accounting.  Assisted counsel in preparing witnesses prior to interviews before the SEC and 
deposition in a class action suit. 
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• Engaged by company management to review and analyze three non-core business units of a 
multi-billion dollar wholesale food distributor.  Prepared each of the three businesses for audit 
and created financial models to allow management to assess exit strategies.  Made exit 
strategy recommendations to company management which were later implemented. 

Engaged by counsel for a nationally recognized health plan to assess whether medical claims 
paid were accurate under the terms of a Third Party Administrator (TPA) agreement.  We rebutted 
Plaintiff’s expert by performing a review of plaintiff’s sample and properly applying the require-
ments of the TPA documents.  Our analysis resulted in the case settling favorably.  Alleged dam-
ages exceeded $12M.  Massachusetts IGA Employee Benefit Program v. Connecticut General 
Life Insurance Company and Healthsource Provident Administrators, Inc., (5/06) Circuit Court of 
Cook County, Illinois. 

• Engaged to value the interests of the shareholders of a hedge fund for purposes of avoiding a 
family dispute. 

• Engaged by counsel to value an insurance brokerage firm that was buying out one of its 
shareholders under the requirements of a shareholder agreement.  Our valuation was used to 
settle the case in mediation. 

Expert Testimony / Deposition 

• Shirley Polanco, individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated v. Star Career Academy 

and SC Academy Holdings, Inc. and SC Academy, Inc. (Testimony entered through stipulation, 

October, 2015) 

• United States of America v. Christine Mordach, United States District Court, District of 

Massachusetts, Criminal No. 14-CR-10218-PBS (Testimony June 2015, August 2015) 

• Barclays Capital Inc. et al, V. Preston D. McSwain, FINRA Arbitration Reference No. 12-

00601(Testimony 10/13) 

• Elizabeth Beninati & Joseph Masotta, Plaintiffs v. Steven Borghi, et al., Defendants Business 

Litigation Session Civil Action No. 12-1985-BLS2, 13-1772-BLS2 (Testimony 10/13, Deposition 

9/13) 

• Vipul Minocha and Nancy P Mattioli, Plaintiffs v. SS&C Technologies, Inc. and Thenextround, 

Inc. Defendants  Business Litigation Session Docket No. 10-2947-BLS2, (Deposition 7/12, 

Testimony 8/13)Robert Minchello et al v. Citigroup et al, (Testimony 4/11)  FINRA Arbitration 

Reference No. 0902800 

• Laureate Education, Inc. v. Raph Appadoo, (Deposition 9/09)  Circuit Court of Baltimore 

• Analogic Corporation v. CAS Medical Systems, Inc., (Testimony 5/09) JAMS Arbitration 

• Ivize LLC v. Compex, LLC and Compex,  (Testimony 10/08)  Delaware Court of Chancery 
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• Massachusetts IGA Employee Benefit Program v. Connecticut General Life Insurance Company 

and Healthsource Provident Administrators, Inc., (Deposition 5/06)  Circuit Court of Cook County, 

Illinois 

• Reilly v. Boston Herald, Inc. et al,  (9/05)  Barnstable Superior Court 

• Harte Toyota v. Compass Bank,  (Deposition and Testimony 3/03)  Massachusetts Superior 

Court 

• CareGroup, Inc., Claimant, v. CIGNA HealthCare of Massachusetts, Inc., Respondent,  (JAMS 

Reference No. 1400007601) 

Articles/presentations 
Co-authored Financial Forensic Services for Internal Investigations; Chapter 17 of The 
Comprehensive Guide to Lost Profits and Other Commercial Damages, Third and Fourth Editions, 
Published 2014 and 2016, respectively. 

Presented for Business Valuation Resources on Financial Forensics for Internal Investigations, 2014. 

Speaker at the Massachusetts Continuing Legal Education Seminar, How to Conduct & Respond to 
Internal Corporate Investigations, February 3, 2015. 

Speaker at the Financial Executives Institute, Ethics Seminar, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, June 
2014, June 2015 

Professional history 

2017–Present Vice President, Charles River Associates 

2010-2017 Partner, Grant Thornton – Forensic & Valuation Services 

2002-2010 Managing Director, Huron Consulting Group 

1996–2002 Senior Manager, Arthur Andersen   

1993–1996 Senior, Ernst & Young   

Certifications  

• Certified Public Accountant (CPA) – Massachusetts 

• Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) 

• Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) 

Professional organizations 

• American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

• Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants 
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• Association of Certified Fraud Examiners 
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